BRANDON & BRETFORD PARISH COUNCIL

CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) INFORMATION

- Follow the advice from the NHS/Government
- Keep up to date with developments
- Follow NHS guidance at www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19
- Stay at home for 14 days if you have symptoms of the virus: high temperature and/or a new continuous cough
- **DO NOT** attend the doctor’s surgery or the Pharmacy
- Use the NHS 111 on-line coronavirus service if you feel you cannot cope with your symptoms at home, or your condition gets worse, or your symptoms do not get better after 7 days. ONLY CALL 111 if you cannot get help online.
- We ask residents to offer support to the elderly or those who live alone
- We ask residents to help those who choose to self-isolate by collecting shopping, prescriptions and leaving them at the person’s front door
- We ask residents **NOT TO PANIC BUY** to ensure that the elderly, ill and vulnerable people in our community can find what they need on the shelves
- Please keep any eye on the Parish noticeboards for updates

Other support in the community:

A **Brandon and Wolston Coronavirus Help Group** has been set up on Facebook for residents to offer and ask for help if they are struggling. The helpline number for the group is 07384 756779

The **Royal Oak in Brandon** are offering a take-away service and orders can be placed by calling 02476 542304

The **Wolston Co-Operative shop** can be contacted on 02476 545933

The **Rose & Crown** in Wolston are running a food delivery service, all enquiries call 02477981840

The **Roseycombe** in Binley Woods are offering a take-away and delivery service and orders can be placed by calling 02476 541022

**Turnips** alongside **Scotts Butchers** in Binley Woods are offering a delivery service, all enquiries call 02476 542081

**Wolston Pharmacy Tel: 02476 540959**
**Binley Woods Pharmacy Tel: 02476 544073**

For those people who due to a personal emergency, not a medical emergency, are unable to collect drugs or prescriptions, or if they have any other personal emergency situation, please use the contact numbers below:

Parish Council Contacts: Jane Hancox – 07720 882972
Heather Timms – 07719 548175